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Introduction

Brand Standards
The purpose of this guide is to establish standards for conveying OLG’s corporate identity and to ensure that all communication materials deliver a strong, 
consistent, instantly-recognizable brand.

Background
The Primary OLG “Patch” logo was developed to allow for OLG co-branding lock-ups with PlaySmart (PS), and a new Ontario horse racing category brand  
(Spring 2016). The co-branding of the new Horse Racing and PlaySmart brands will signal to consumers that OLG and these brands are connected.

These revised standards have been developed to reflect the OLG brand identity and the all-new PlaySmart (PS) logo, and will provide detailed guidelines  
regarding their use and overall visual brand style in various applications.
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OLG Identity
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OLG Corporate Logo

Primary Logo

The primary logo is the flagship of OLG’s 
brand identity – the principal visual signoff 
and reference for OLG’s audiences. It 
consists of the corporate blue box and 
icon. For this reason, consistency of logo 
use is not only a design imperative, it’s a 
business imperative. To ensure legibility, 
the OLG logo should appear no smaller than 
0.5" wide. All LOBs use the primary logo 
except for Corporate-Led communications 
which use the secondary logo (see right).

If space or a specific application does 
not allow for use of the primary logo, this 
conditional logo (without the blue box) 
can be used instead. To ensure legibility, 
the logo should appear no smaller than 
0.35" wide.

In contexts where colour is not feasible 
or is limited, the black and white, or 
grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

The secondary English logo is used 
for Corporate-Led communications. It 
consists of the corporate blue box, the icon 
and wordmark. To ensure legibility, the 
horizontal logo should appear no smaller 
than 1" wide, while the stacked logo should 
appear no smaller than 0.5" wide.

If space or a specific application does not 
allow for use of the corporate blue box, this 
conditional secondary logo can be used 
instead. To ensure legibility, the horizontal 
logo should appear no smaller than 0.75" 
wide, while the stacked logo should appear 
no smaller than 0.35" wide.

In contexts where colour is not feasible 
or is limited, the black and white, or 
grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

0.5"

0.35"

0.5"

Horizontal Stacked

1"

0.35"

0.75"

Secondary Logo
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OLG Corporate Logo

Secondary French Logo

The secondary French logo is used 
in a French language setting for 
Corporate-led communications.  
It consists of the corporate blue box, 
the icon and wordmark. 

To ensure legibility, the horizontal 
logo should appear no smaller 
than 1" wide, while the stacked 
logo should appear no smaller than 
0.5" wide.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the black 
and white, or grey logo may be 
used. When using these logos, 
please ensure that there is enough 
contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

Bilingual Logo

The bilingual logo is used in a 
dual language setting. It consists 
of the corporate blue box, the 
icon and wordmark. 

To ensure legibility, the logo 
should appear no smaller than 
1.5" wide.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the black 
and white, or grey logo may be 
used. When using these logos, 
please ensure that there is enough 
contrast between the logo and 
the surrounding colour.

If space or a specific application does 
not allow for use of the corporate 
blue box, this conditional secondary 
logo can be used instead. To ensure 
legibility, the horizontal logo should 
appear no smaller than 0.85" wide, 
while the stacked logo should appear 
no smaller than 0.35" wide. 

If space or a specific application 
does not allow for use of 
the corporate blue box, this 
conditional bilingual logo can be 
used instead. To ensure legibility, 
the logo should appear no 
smaller than 1.25" wide.

1"

0.5"

0.85" 1.25"

1.5"

0.35"

Horizontal Stacked
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Identity Size Variations 

1 Module 1 Module

The minimum size of the OLG logo is determined by the Module, which is defined by the width of the three OLG Spheres within it. Minimum sizes for 
specific applications are detailed later in this document. 

1 Module
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OLG Corporate Logo

Clear Space Corporate Colour Palette

The OLG logo should be 
presented with no interference 
from surrounding elements. 

Use the height of the ‘OLG 
sphere’ as a visual guide when 
judging minimum clear space 
to ensure maximum visibility 
and brand recognition. These 
rules apply to all versions of the 
OLG logo.

Colour plays a major role in OLG’s brand expression. The colour palette 
asserts its distinctiveness and differentiates it from other brands in the 
gaming market.

Be sure that colour fidelity is strictly maintained across all communications.  
To ensure consistency, use the formulas provided below. They have 
been carefully selected to achieve optimum results across print and 
digital media.

PANTONE®  
541 C
C100 M58 Y9 K46
R0 G60 B113
HEX 003C71

PANTONE® 
185 C
C0 M93 Y79 K0
R228 G0 B43
HEX E4002B

PANTONE® 
102 C
C3 M4 Y100 K0
R250 G2227 B0
HEX FAE300

PANTONE®  
285 C
C90 M48 Y0 K0
R0 G114 B206
HEX 0072CE

PANTONE® 
2965 C
C100 M63 Y16 K78
R0 G38 B62
HEX 00263E

Primary Colours

Complementary Colours
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Improper Use

Never alter the logo in any way (e.g., the proportions of the elements, colour or format). The following examples illustrate common improper applications of 
the logo. 

DO NOT alter 
the orientation of 

the logo.

DO NOT use  
effects or shadows.

DO NOT use  
unapproved colours.

DO NOT reconfigure 
the elements of 

the logo.

DO NOT fill the logo 
with photography.

DO NOT squeeze, 
stretch or skew 

the logo.
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Typography

Primary Font 
The Trade Gothic family was designed to be strong and simple. Condensed 
versions are excellent for headlines and other instances where space is at 
a premium. It’s remarkably clear on paper or in web applications. 

The flexibility of Trade Gothic, in its many weight offerings, helps us 
create a clear and consistent visual hierarchy. Used correctly, type will 
draw readers’ attention, lead them to the most important information first, 
and maintain a sense of clarity, order, legibility, and structure throughout.

Typeset Sample Typeset Sample

Complementary Font
Thirsty Rough is a warm and weathered script that captures the authentic 
qualities of letterpress printing. It should be used sparingly to highlight 
headlines and where it makes design sense.

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR EGATE 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Maecenas nec malesuada 
libero. Pellentesque gravida, leo at 
dignissim semper, tellus lacus tempor 
neque, eu tincidunt velit ante vel orci. 

Integer aliquet sapien
Sapien imperdiet faucibus. Nunc non lorem 
at ante semper aliquam nec nunc.*

 *Fermentum lorem, vitae mollis felis libero a tellus.

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Bold No.2

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Thirsty Rough Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Condensed No. 18

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Bold Condensed No. 20 Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Lorem ipsum  
dolor egate 
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PlaySmart Identity
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PlaySmart – Introduction

Background
OLG’s Responsible Gambling (RG) customer education program, It Pays to Know (IPTK), has been successful in delivering high awareness of the  
platform and its key message for the past 15 years. However, there is an opportunity to evolve the RG communication platform from the one-dimensional  
“Know your limit. Play within it.” focus to a broader, more relevant platform that appeals to the entire spectrum of player types.

To address these areas of opportunity and move Ontarians from awareness to true engagement, RG’s core communications platform has been reconceived  
and revitalized as PlaySmart; an expanded, player-focused, end-to-end education program that empowers players to make informed decisions about their play.

While this new program will be integrated across all OLG touchpoints, its messages and image will stand distinct from OLG’s corporate identity. Furthermore, 
while it must also communicate effectively to public stakeholders, it is inherently targeted to players.

These guidelines provide direction on how the PlaySmart logo replaces the “Know your limit. Play within it.” logo, and details how it will be integrated into 
key communications in order to ensure brand use consistency.
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PlaySmart Logos

PlaySmart (PS) is Ontario’s most comprehensive gambling education resource. The PS dot grid icon is modern and represents progressive movement,  
while being grounded within the PS brand name. As the visual identity of OLG’s responsible gambling brand in Ontario, PS does not discourage play;  
it’s a resource for players to understand games and their play behaviour. The period in the logo is symbolic, designed to remind players to pause and consider 
their play habits as part of their gaming experience. The strategy of PS is rooted in player education – knowing how to play, and how to play smart. 

PS-led communications will use the “Knowledge you can bet on.” tagline, while corporate and all lines of business (LOB) will use the “Know your 
limit. Play Within It.” tagline, as a means to support the transition to the new brand. As the PS logo gains awareness, the tagline will be phased out within 
approximately one year, at which point the brand will be re-evaluated and new instructions will be provided. When PlaySmart is applied in copy form and  
in URL, it is one word with no spacing or period separating the words – with the ‘P’ and ‘S’ always capped. When Jouez sensé is applied in copy form it is 
to appear as two words, ‘Jouez sensé’ - with the ‘J’ capped and the ‘s’ left lowercase.

PS-led Communications Tag Corporate and LOB Tag
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English PlaySmart Logo – PlaySmart-Led Communications

English Logo Reversed English Logo

1"

0.75"

1"

0.75"

The PS logo is the flagship of OLG’s 
responsible gambling brand identity – the 
principal visual signoff and reference for 
our audiences. Consistency of logo use 
is not only a design imperative, it’s a 
business imperative.

In contexts where colour is not feasible  
or is limited, the black and white,  
or grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there  
is enough contrast between the logo and  
the surrounding colour. 

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

To ensure legibility, the PS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

To ensure legibility, the PS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the PS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the PS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.
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English PlaySmart Logo – Corporate and LOB-Led Communications

English Logo Reversed English Logo

1"

0.75"

1"

0.75"

The PS logo is the flagship of OLG’s 
responsible gaming brand identity – the 
principal visual signoff and reference 
for our audiences. Consistency of logo 
use is not only a design imperative, it’s a 
business imperative.

In contexts where colour is not feasible  
or is limited, the black and white,  
or grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

To ensure legibility, the PS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

To ensure legibility, the PS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the PS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the PS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.
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French PlaySmart Logo – PlaySmart-Led Communications

French Logo Reversed French Logo

The French PlaySmart logo, or Jouez sensé 
(JS) logo should only be used in the French 
language market. When Jouez sensé is 
applied in copy form it is to appear as two 
words, ‘Jouez sensé’ – with the ‘J’ capped 
and the ‘s’ left lowercase.

In contexts where colour is not feasible 
or is limited, the black and white, or grey 
logo may be used. When using these 
logos, please ensure that there is enough 
contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

1"

0.75"

1"

0.75"

To ensure legibility, the JS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

To ensure legibility, the JS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the JS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.

In applications where a 1” minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the JS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.
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French PlaySmart Logo – Corporate and LOB-Led Communications

French Logo Reversed French Logo

The French PlaySmart logo, or Jouez sensé 
(JS) logo should only be used in the French 
language market. When Jouez sensé is 
applied in copy form it is to appear as two 
words, ‘Jouez sensé’ – with the ‘J’ capped 
and the ‘s’ left lowercase.

In contexts where colour is not feasible  
or is limited, the black and white, or  
grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

1"

0.75"

1"

0.75"

To ensure legibility, the JS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

To ensure legibility, the JS logo should 
appear no smaller than 1" wide. 

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the JS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.

In applications where a 1" minimum size 
cannot realistically be achieved, the tagline 
can be excluded. However, the JS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.
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Bilingual PlaySmart Logo

Bilingual Logo Reversed Bilingual Logo

The bilingual PS logo will be used for all 
bilingual communications (English and 
French). The words are stacked with the dot 
grid positioned above. 

The bilingual PS logo will not include any 
tagline due to a lack of space (incorporating 
the tagline with the bilingual logo set-up 
would mean reducing the tagline to an 
illegible size).

In contexts where colour is not feasible  
or is limited, the black and white, or  
grey logo may be used. When using 
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and the 
surrounding colour.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

To ensure legibility, the bilingual logo should 
appear no smaller than 0.75" wide.

To ensure legibility, the bilingual 
logo should appear no smaller than 
0.75" wide.

0.75"
0.75"
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Chinese PlaySmart Logo

Chinese Logo Reversed Chinese Logo

The Chinese PS logo should only be used 
in the Chinese language market. It will not 
include any tagline.

In contexts where colour is not feasible  
or is limited, the black and white,  
or grey logo may be used. When using  
these logos, please ensure that there is 
enough contrast between the logo and  
the surrounding colour.

In contexts where colour is not 
feasible or is limited, the white logo 
may be used. The background grey is 
optimally set at 60% black or darker 
for logo legibility.

The reversed logo can be used 
floating on a darker blue background.

To ensure legibility, the Chinese PS logo 
should appear no smaller than 0.75” wide.

To ensure legibility, the Chinese PS 
logo should appear no smaller than 
0.75" wide.

0.75"

0.75"
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Clear Space

The PS logo should be presented with no interference from surrounding elements. 

Using the height of the dot grid icon as a visual guide when judging minimum clear space ensures maximum visibility and brand recognition.  
These rules apply to all versions of the PS logo.
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PlaySmart Colour Palette

PANTONE®  
541 C
C100 M58 Y9 K46
R0 G60 B113
HEX 003C71

PANTONE® 
2398 C
C71 M0 Y36 K0
R0 G186 B179
HEX 00BAB3

PANTONE®  
381 C
C21 M0 Y85 K0
R203 G219 B47
HEX CBDB2F

PANTONE® 
1575 C
C0 M66 Y100 K0
R244 G119 B33
HEX F47721

PANTONE® 
7409 C
C0 M31 Y100 K0
R253 G183 B20
HEX FDB714

PANTONE®  
545 C
C21 M2 Y0 K1
R193 G224 B244
HEX C1E0F4

PANTONE®  
408 C
C12 M19 Y19 K40
R147 G136 B132
HEX 938884

PANTONE®  
444 C
C45 M16 Y25 K50
R82 G109 B111
HEX 526D6F

Primary Colour Palette
Colour plays a major role in PlaySmart’s brand expression. The PlaySmart 
colour palette asserts its distinctiveness and differentiates it from other 
brands in the gaming market. 

Be sure that colour fidelity is strictly maintained across all communications.  
To ensure consistency, use the formulas provided here. They have 
been carefully selected to achieve optimum results across print and 
digital media.

Complementary Colour Palette
Complementary colour plays a major role in the extension of PlaySmart’s 
brand expression. These colours should be used as an accent on 
communication pieces in conjunction with the primary colours. 
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Improper Use

Never alter the PS logo in any way (e.g., the proportions of the elements, colour or format). The following examples illustrate common improper applications 
of the logo. 

DO NOT alter the orientation 
of the logo.

DO NOT use effects 
or shadows.

DO NOT use  
unapproved colours.

DO NOT reconfigure the 
elements of the logo.

DO NOT squeeze, stretch or 
skew the logo.
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Typography

Primary Font 
The Trade Gothic family was designed to be strong and simple. Condensed 
versions are excellent for headlines and other instances where space is at 
a premium. It’s remarkably clear on paper or in web applications. 

The flexibility of Trade Gothic, in its many weight offerings, helps us 
create a clear and consistent visual hierarchy. Used correctly, type will 
draw readers’ attention, lead them to the most important information first, 
and maintain a sense of clarity, order, legibility, and structure throughout.

Typeset Sample Typeset Sample

Complementary Font
Fairway was chosen because the shape of the font, particularly in italics, 
is highly reminiscent of American and British tabloid newspapers, 
delivering the required urgency and newsworthiness to the headlines in 
the campaign.

It’s a relatively soft sans font but with some movement at the top of the 
x-height line. Even though it’s a bit casual and quirky, it can still be used 
as a text face and is ideal for longer headlines.

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR EGATE 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Maecenas nec malesuada 
libero. Pellentesque gravida, leo at 
dignissim semper, tellus lacus tempor 
neque, eu tincidunt velit ante vel orci. 

Integer aliquet sapien
Sapien imperdiet faucibus. Nunc non lorem 
at ante semper aliquam nec nunc.*

 *Fermentum lorem, vitae mollis felis libero a tellus.

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Bold No.2

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

FAIRWAY BOLD ITALIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Condensed No. 18

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Bold Condensed No. 20 Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Trade Gothic LT Std  
Oblique

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

LOREM IPSUM  
DOLOR EGATE 
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Logo Lock-Ups
Corporate
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate – Usage Instructions

The preferred lock-up will incorporate a blue band, and is to be used in the majority of circumstances. In rare instances when business requirements 
don’t allow for the blue band, the conditional lock-up (e.g., transparent band) will be employed. The conditional lock-up cannot be used on a distracting 
background (e.g., patterned), and the logo must always be clear and distinguishable. All protected areas of the lock-up will be calculated by the 
OLG Sphere. Furthermore, if a live area is specified, all elements must be within the live area.

NOTE: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity. 

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 
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officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 
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dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca

Preferred Lock-Up using primary corporate blue 
band (see PlaySmart Colour Palette for details).

Conditional Lock-Up

olg.ca
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olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity.  All URLs on 
a dark coloured background should be set in white. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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olg.ca

Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, English – Corporate-Led Conditional Lock-Up

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG dentity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs should 
be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and 
set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

PlaySmart.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 
1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, English – PlaySmart-Led

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs on a 
dark coloured background should be set in white.  

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL. 

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, English – PlaySmart-Led with Conditional Lock-Up

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the OLG 

identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs should 
be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and 
set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 
1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Jouezsense.ca olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLs

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs on a 
dark coloured background should be set in white. 

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place th JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, French – Corporate-Led Conditional Lock-Up

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG dentity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs should 
be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and 
set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Jouezsense.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 
1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLsJouezsense.ca

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

•  Background: Identities should not be featured on textured, coloured or graphic backgrounds. When identity is used on a solid background it must be 
legible and clear.

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.
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Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLsJouezsense.ca

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs on a 
dark coloured background should be set in white. 

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

olg.ca
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olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLsJouezsense.ca

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.
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All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs should 
be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and 
set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Jouezsense.ca olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 
1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS/JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs on a 
dark coloured background should be set in white.

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS/JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS/JS URLs: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URLs must be upper case. The URLs must be the same 
point size as the olg.ca URL and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, Bilingual – Conditional Lock-Up

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS/JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS/JS URLs: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URLs must be upper case, and the URLs must be the same 
pt size as the olg.ca URL and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Corporate, Bilingual – Conditional Lock-Up

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS/JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 1 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS/JS URLs: The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URLs must be upper case, and the URLs must be the same pt size as the olg.ca URL and set in Trade 
Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: Corporate-led communications will not need to include any age-gating qualifier messaging, but will need to include any legal pertinent to contests/
promotions specific to the communication at hand.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca
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Logo Lock-Ups
Charitable Bingo & Gaming
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Logo Lock-Ups • Charitable Bingo & Gaming – Usage Instructions

The preferred lock-up will incorporate a transparent band and is to be used in all applications. The logo must always be clear and distinguishable, and 
cannot be used on a distracting background (e.g., pattern). All protected areas of the lock-up will be calculated by the OLG Sphere. Furthermore, if a live 
area is specified, all elements must be within the live area.

NOTE: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca

Sample Lock-Up

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca
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Logo Lock-Up • Charitable Bingo & Gaming, English

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Charitable Bingo & Gaming, French

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLsJouezsense.ca

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca 
and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.
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Logo Lock-Up • Charitable Bingo & Gaming, Bilingual

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS/JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. All URLs 
should be set in primary corporate blue or black. 

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS/JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS/JS URLs: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URLs must be upper case, and the URLs must be the same 
pt size as the olg.ca URL and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca
olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • 100% of Proceeds Tagline, English

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  100% of proceeds tagline: 100% of proceeds tagline is set in Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18, while ‘100%’ is set in Trade Gothic Bold Condensed  
No. 20 Oblique. The cap height of the tagline should match that of ‘OLG’. Placed 0.5 x Sphere from OLG identity. The tagline and URL should be set in 
primary corporate blue, black or white.

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of OLG identity. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with 100% of proceeds tagline.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from bottom of OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

100% of proceeds invested in Ontario

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URL to tagline

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Jouezsense.ca

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  Tous les profits tagline: Tous les profits tagline is set in Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18, while ‘Tous’ is set in Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No. 20 
Oblique. The cap height of the tagline should match that of ‘OLG’. Placed 0.5 x Sphere from OLG identity. 

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of OLG identity. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with Tous les profits tagline.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from bottom of OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Tous les profits sont investis en Ontario

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URL to tagline

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

Logo Lock-Up • Tous les Profits Tagline, French
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Logo Lock-Ups
Lottery
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Logo Lock-Ups • Lottery – Usage Instructions

The preferred lock-up will incorporate a transparent band and is to be used in all applications. The logo must always be clear and distinguishable, and 
cannot be used on a distracting background (e.g., pattern). All protected areas of the lock-up will be calculated by the OLG Sphere. Furthermore, if a live 
area is specified, all elements must be within the live area. 

NOTE: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Sample Lock-Up

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 
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Logo Lock-Up • Lottery, English

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, certain lock-up elements can be removed (see Lottery Applications for details).

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the right and at least 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, 

always place the OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: Only to be used where there is a call-to-action or further explanation of the message online. The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic 
Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity. 

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is 

specified, always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area. For Lottery purposes only, the PS identity should NOT include the  
“Know your limit. Play within it.” tagline.

•  PS URL: When used, the URL is to be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity and should be set in primary corporate blue. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL 
must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand. 
(See Lottery Applications for further details.)

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Lottery, French

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, certain lock-up elements can be removed (see Lottery Applications for details).

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the right and at least 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, 

always place the OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  OLG URL: Only to be used where there is a call-to-action or further explanation of the message online. The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic 
Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity.  

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the left – base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. For Lottery purposes only, the JS 

identity should NOT include the “Dépasser ses limites, ce n’est plus du jeu.” tagline.

•  JS URL: When used, the URL is to be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity and should be set in primary corporate blue. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL 
must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand. 
(See Lottery Applications for further details.)

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

Base align URLsJouezsense.ca

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Lottery, Bilingual

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS/JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, certain lock-up elements can be removed (see Lottery Applications for details).

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the right and at least 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, 

always place the OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  OLG URL: Only to be used where there is a call-to-action or further explanation of the message online. The OLG URL is lower case, set in Trade Gothic 
Bold No. 2 font, minimum 6 pt. and placed 0.5 x Sphere from the OLG identity.

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the OLG identity. When a live area is 

specified, always place the PS/JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area. 

•  PS/JS URLs: When used, the URL is to be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS/JS identity and should be set in primary corporate blue. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and 
‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be the same point size as olg.ca and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand. 
(See Lottery Applications for further details.)

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca
olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

1 Sphere to legal copy

2 Spheres to bottom trim

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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When using the Sign Your Lottery Ticket (SYLT) identity on its own, the protected areas for the identity are calculated by the width of the identity (Module). 

Sign Your Lotto Ticket Identity
•  Identity: In select POS situations where the PlaySmart and OLG identities are not required, the SYLT identity must be used 1/2 Module from the left trim.

•  SYLT ‘For More Information, Phone Number & URL’ copy: Only POS collaterals with the SYLT logo should incorporate the ‘For More Information, Phone 
Number & URL’ copy; place it 1/4 Module from the SYLT identity. The copy should be set in primary corporate blue or black (or white if necessary).

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and placed on the trim edge. Place the SYLT identity 1/2 Module 

from the trim.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with any legal pertinent to contests/promotions specific to the given communication (see 
Lottery Applications for details).

Logo Lock-Up • Sign Your Lottery Ticket, English

Place legal on trim, lorem ipsum dolor sit amet...

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

1  
Module

1  
Module

1/2  
Module

1/2  
Module

1/4  
Module

1/4  
Module
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Logo Lock-Up • Sign Your Lottery Ticket, French

When using the Sign Your Lottery Ticket (SYLT) identity on its own, the protected areas for the identity are calculated by the width of the identity (Module). 

Sign Your Lotto Ticket Identity
•  Identity: In select POS situations where the PlaySmart and OLG identities are not required, the SYLT identity must be used 1/2 Module from the left trim.

•  SYLT ‘Pour en savoir plus, Phone Number & URL’ copy: Only POS collaterals with the SYLT logo should incorporate the ‘Pour en savoir plus, Phone 
Number & URL’ copy; place it 1/4 Module from the SYLT identity. The copy should be set in primary corporate blue or black (or white if necessary).

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and placed on the trim edge. Place the SYLT identity 1/2 Module 

from the trim.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with any legal pertinent to contests/promotions specific to the given communication (see 
Lottery Applications for details).

Place legal on trim, lorem ipsum dolor sit amet...

Pour en savoir plus
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

Pour en savoir plus
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

1  
Module

1  
Module

1/2  
Module

1/2  
Module

1/4  
Module

1/4  
Module
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Logo Lock-Up • 100% of Proceeds Tagline, English

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and PS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, certain lock-up elements can be removed (see Lottery Applications for details).

OLG Identity
•  Identity: OLG identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the right and at least 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, 

always place the OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  100% of proceeds tagline: The “100% of proceeds...” tagline should be used when a specific URL or CTA is not being promoted. The cap height of the 
tagline should match that of ‘OLG’. Placed 0.5 x Sphere from OLG identity. The tagline should be set in primary corporate blue, black or white.

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the left trim. For Lottery purposes only, the PS identity should NOT include the  

“Know your limit. Play within it.” tagline.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from bottom of OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand. 
(See Lottery Applications for further details.)

100% of proceeds invested in Ontario

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG identity and JS identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, certain lock-up elements can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Identity
•   Identity: OLG identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the right and at least 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, 

always place the OLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area. 

•  Tous les profits tagline: The “Tous les profits...” tagline should be used when a specific URL or CTA is not being promoted. The cap height of the tagline 
should match that of ‘OLG’. Placed 0.5 x Sphere from OLG identity. The tagline should be set in primary corporate blue, black or white.

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed at least 2 x Sphere from the left trim. For Lottery purposes only, the JS identity should NOT include the  

“Dépasser ses limites, ce n’est plus du jeu.” tagline.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 1 x Sphere from bottom of OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand. 
(See Lottery Applications for further details.)

Logo Lock-Up • Tous les Profits Tagline, French

Tous les profits sont investis en Ontario

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Ups
iGaming
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Logo Lock-Ups • iGaming – Usage Instructions 

The preferred lock-up will incorporate a transparent band and is to be used in all applications. The logo must always be clear and distinguishable, and 
cannot be used on a distracting background (e.g., pattern). All protected areas of the lock-up will be calculated by the OLG Sphere. Furthermore, if a live 
area is specified, all elements must be within the live area.

NOTE: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PlayOLG identity and PS identity.

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Sample Lock-Up

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que

PlaySmart.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que

PlaySmart.ca
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Logo Lock-Up • iGaming, English 

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS identity and PlayOLG identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

PlayOLG Identity
•  Identity: PlayOLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PlayOLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the PlayOLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with the OLG Spheres in the PlayOLG identity.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 2 x Sphere from the bottom of the  

PlayOLG.ca identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.

1 Sphere

1 Sphere from logos to URL

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 2 Sphere to bottom trim

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

PlaySmart.ca
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SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

Logo Lock-Up • iGaming, French  

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and PlayOLG identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

PlayOLG Identity
•  Identity: PlayOLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PlayOLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the PlayOLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with the OLG Spheres in the PlayOLG identity.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 2 x Sphere from the bottom of the  

PlayOLG.ca identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

1 Sphere

Jouezsense.ca

1 Sphere from logos to URL

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.
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SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

Logo Lock-Up • iGaming, Bilingual 

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and PlayOLG identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

PlayOLG Identity
•  Identity: PlayOLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PlayOLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

PS/JS Identity
•  Identity: PS/JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the PlayOLG identity. When a live area is 

specified, always place the PS/JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS/JS URLs: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS/JS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ and ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URLs must be upper case, and must set in Trade Gothic 
Bold No. 2 font.

Legal
• Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 2 x Sphere from the bottom of the OLG identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

1 Sphere

1 Sphere from logos to URL

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.

PlaySmart.ca

Jouezsense.ca
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SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

Logo Lock-Up • 100% of Proceeds Tagline, English 

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS identity and PlayOLG identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

PlayOLG Identity
•  Identity: PlayOLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PlayOLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  100% of proceeds tagline: 100% of proceeds tagline is set in Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18, while ‘100%’ is set in Trade Gothic Bold Condensed  
No. 20 Oblique, placed 1 x Sphere from OLG identity. The tagline and URL should be set in primary corporate blue, black or white.

PS Identity
•  Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the PlayOLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the PS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  PS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with the OLG Spheres in the PlayOLG identity.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 2 x Sphere from the bottom of the  

PlayOLG.ca identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.

1 Sphere

1 Sphere from logos to URL

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

PlaySmart.ca 100% of proceeds invested in Ontario
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SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 2 Spheres from trim edge

Logo Lock-Up • Tous les Profits Tagline, French  

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and PlayOLG identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

PlayOLG Identity
•  Identity: PlayOLG identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right and 2 x Sphere from the bottom trim. When a live area is specified, always place the 

PlayOLG identity in the bottom right corner of the live area.

•  Tous les profits tagline: Tous les profits tagline is set in Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18, while ‘Tous’ is set in Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No. 20 
Oblique, placed 1 x Sphere from OLG identity. The tagline and URL should be set in primary corporate blue, black or white.

JS Identity
•  Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim and base aligned with the bottom of the PlayOLG identity. When a live area is specified, 

always place the JS identity in the bottom left corner of the live area.

•  JS URL: Placed 1 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and set in Trade Gothic Bold No. 2 font – base aligned 
with the OLG Spheres in the PlayOLG identity.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. and must be placed 2 x Sphere from the bottom of the  

PlayOLG.ca identity.

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

1 Sphere

Jouezsense.ca

1 Sphere from logos to URL

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim
Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.

Tous les profits sont investis en Ontario
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Logo Lock-Ups
Slots & Casinos
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Logo Lock-Ups • Slots & Casinos – Usage Instructions

The preferred lock-up will incorporate a transparent band and is to be used in all applications. The logo must always be clear and distinguishable, and 
cannot be used on a distracting background (e.g., pattern). All protected areas of the lock-up will be calculated by the OLG Sphere. Furthermore, if a live 
area is specified, all elements must be within the live area.

NOTE: Never alter the proportional relationship between the OLG Slots & Casinos identities and PS identity.

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Sample Lock-Up

Berumeniae. Namusto omnimenda commolo rupidus entius.Udis ipsum expedis 

ipicimod estibeaquis mi, seque volo berum quatus seque voloribus, occullam 

etur mo tem ulpario tem fuga. Repudaest volorepro il iureptaque ea eostiumquam 

aboriam quias ut quias restorro ipsaperum haruptat.

Bo. Optate maiorit oditam aut expere, tectenitatem dolorum, sunt aut es veliquatem 

verspid empori cum eos cusandicae non repro quo blabore icimusant adit aut lam, 

officient ut expliqui dendita nus debiti cullupt istione sequo optas excersp erspicitia 

dolo dipsapitia voluptaquis eosanda ndicienis solorum quiandae peri

Nullor ab is sit, si dolor aut mo idelenia quistia quis ut int, sequos iusda es 

mossuntibus consecus doluptat vellandis sitem conse consequid quis dis es ex ex 

elitini mporit, consendes quosae ma doloratus. Fugitat emporepudion con nis il ma 

dolestiore cumet experias nobis sam fugiantibus nisque cuptaerore velenditibus sunt 

ea dit, omniet faccata spellecus.

Apel ius corerfe rovidun ditatem perferem into veleserit et alit que vendaessus quam 

quatus impor rem arum rerum ute is ut expliquat fugit, officimin net volore volupti 

atiunte seque odi coria vero expelluptus, quae consequid ut harunt es erum, conetur 

sedi rae sant id quam, ut poreris doluptiat fuga. Berchilit hil ium hil est, qui audi 

vel molorest ut re veleste pa inihillabor minciist, nemolor ersperum diore sequi 

dolorpore volupta qui ut adit, volo exceped magnien dipsunt aliamet voluptate ea 

con cus et et amus cuptur asitasp eriorectas ipsumquate verectat.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. Donec vitae magna dolor. Sed mattis 
scelerisque nisl, vel consectetur velit porta id. Integer nec quam non erat viverra sagittis id ut dolor.

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. Donec vitae magna dolor. Sed mattis 
scelerisque nisl, vel consectetur velit porta id. Integer nec quam non erat viverra sagittis id ut dolor.

olg.caPlaySmart.ca
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots, English

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS identity and OLG Slots identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots Identity
•  Identity: OLG Slots identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere  

beneath the identity. 

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots logo and base aligned with the PlaySmart.ca URL. 

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the PS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Slots logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots, French

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caJouezsense.ca

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs
Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and OLG Slots identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots Identity
•  Identity: OLG Slots identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere beneath 

the identity. 

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots logo, and base aligned with the JouezSensé.ca URL. 

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the JS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Slots logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots with Site Location, English

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS and OLG Slots with Site Location identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots with Site Location Identity
•  Identity: OLG Slots with Site Location identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 

1 x Sphere beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots with Site Location logo, and base aligned with the  
PlaySmart.ca URL.

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the PS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Slots with Site Location logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots with Site Location, French

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caJouezsense.ca

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and OLG Slots with Site Location identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots with Site Location Identity
•  Identity: OLG Slots with Site Location identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and  

1 x Sphere beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots with Site Location logo, and base aligned with the  
JouezSensé.ca URL.

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the JS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Slots with Site Location logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Casino, English

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

1 Sphere

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS identity and OLG Casino identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Casinos Identity
•   Identity: OLG Casino identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere beneath 

the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Casino logo, and base aligned with the PlaySmart.ca URL. 

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the PS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Casino logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Casino, French

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caJouezsense.ca

1 Sphere

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and OLG Casino identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Casinos
•  Identity: OLG Casino identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere beneath 

the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Casino logo, and base aligned with the JouezSensé.ca URL. 

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the JS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Casino logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Casino with Site Location, English

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caPlaySmart.ca

1 Sphere

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS and OLG Casino with Site Location identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Casino with Site Location Identity
•  Identity: OLG Casino with Site Location identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and  

1 x Sphere beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Casino with Site Location logo, and base aligned with the  
PlaySmart.ca URL. 

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the PS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Casino with Site Location logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Casino with Site Location, French

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

olg.caJouezsense.ca

1 Sphere

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

0.5 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and OLG Casino with Site Location identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Casino with Site Location Identity
•  Identity: OLG Casino with Site Location identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and  

1 x Sphere beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Casino with Site Location logo, and base aligned with the  
JouezSensé.ca URL. 

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 1.5 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 0.5 x Sphere from the 
right side of the JS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Casino with Site Location logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots & Casinos, English

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the PS identity and OLG Slots & Casinos identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots & Casinos Identity
•   Identity: OLG Slots & Casinos identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere 

beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 1 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots & Casinos logo, and base aligned with the PlaySmart.ca URL. 

PS Identity
• Identity: PS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  PS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the PS identity. The ‘P’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 1 x Sphere from the 
right side of the PS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Slots & Casinos logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Logo Lock-Up • Slots & Casinos, French

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce dolor orci, eleifend a pellentesque quis, sollicitudin nec arcu. Integer mattis tempus nunc, vitae aliquet lectus scelerisque in. Donec ac eleifend felis. Morbi 
tincidunt ligula sit amet lorem finibus, eu lacinia nibh sollicitudin. Donec tempus, nunc ullamcorper ornare finibus, odio quam tempus felis, quis malesuada est justo nec tortor. Morbi egestas metus vel vestibulum 
accumsan. Proin viverra ipsum est, in rutrum odio sagittis sit amet. Cras in mauris quis ante elementum accumsan in in velit. Quisque sit amet venenatis metus, vitae viverra justo. 

Jouezsense.ca olg.ca

1 Sphere from logos to URLs

Base align URLs

1 Sphere to legal copy

Minimum 1 Sphere to bottom trim

1 Sphere

All protected areas are calculated by the OLG Sphere. 

Note: Never alter the proportional relationship between the JS identity and OLG Slots & Casinos identity.

In select situations where visibility benefits from simplicity, taglines, urls and/or phone numbers can be removed from this lock-up.

OLG Slots & Casinos with Site Location Identity
•  Identity: OLG Slots & Casinos identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the right trim edge. It also requires 1 x Sphere clearance above and 1 x Sphere 

beneath the identity.

•  OLG URL: olg.ca URL must be placed 1 x Sphere from the left side of the OLG Slots & Casinos logo, and base aligned with the JouezSensé.ca URL. 

JS Identity
• Identity: JS identity must be placed 2 x Sphere from the left trim. 

•  JS URL: Placed 0.5 x Sphere from the JS identity. The ‘J’ and ‘S’ in the URL must be upper case, and the URL must be placed 1 x Sphere from the right 
side of the JS logo and base aligned with the olg.ca URL.

Legal
•  Legal line: Legal must be set in Trade Gothic Regular with a minimum size of 6 pt. Legal copy is left-justified below the logo lock-up with 1 x Sphere 

clearance between it and the OLG Casino logo, and 1 x Sphere below the legal copy to the bottom trim edge or live area (if provided).

•  NOTE: All LOBs are required to add age-gating qualifiers, along with legal pertinent to any contests/promotions specific to the communication at hand.

SampleLeft Trim Right Trim

Minimum 1.5 Spheres from trim edge
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Applications
Corporate
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Applications • Corporate 

Print Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

Preferred Lock-Up Conditional Lock-Up

Print Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Magazine 8" x 10.5" 0.60 1.52

News 10" x 7.14" 0.55 1.40

Brochure 4" x 8.5" 0.38 0.97
 
The PS identity should not be used at sizes less than 3.5" wide

Print – Magazine full page, 8" x 10.5"

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. 

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. 

PlaySmart.ca
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Applications • Corporate 

Out of Home Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

Transit Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Interior 35" x 11" 1.5 3.8

Transit 47" x 68" 4 10.15

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt et. 

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt et. 

PlaySmart.ca

Transit 47" x 68"
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Applications • Corporate 

Tagline and URL should be omitted on billboards.

The minimum size may result in a blue bar that is too large, as shown above. In 
such cases, the conditional lock-up should be used. 

Out of Home, Cont’d

Billboard Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

20' x 10' Billboard 24 61

48' x 14' Billboard* 36 91

*Minimum module size for 48’ x 14’ are the 20’ x 10’ billboard size plus 50%

Billboard, 20" x 10"
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Applications • Corporate 

Super Big Box, 300 x 600
Digital Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the  
following charts. 

Digital Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

Web Banner  
(Leaderboard, Super Big Box, Big Box)

45 px

Email 55 px

Social 55 px

Microsite 55 px

Leaderboard, 729 x 90

Big Box, 250 x 300

The PS identity should not be used at sizes less than  
300px wide
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Television Advertising

Television, 1080p

Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

For broadcast applications, the corporate branding treatment appears during 
the last 2.5 seconds for all 10-, 15- and 30-second television and digital 
spots.

Television Examples Minimum Module Size
Pixels

1080p 1920px x 1080px 85

720p 1280px x 720px 55

4k 3840 x 2160px 170

Applications • Corporate 
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Applications • Corporate – Radio 

OLG Audio Sting 
The OLG audio sting serves as the primary branding anchor for all OLG radio communications and must be used for Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led 
advertising. All 15- and 30-second radio broadcast applications must include the audio sting (approximately 2 seconds in length), which must be the last 
sound heard in the ad and cannot be obstructed by any other sound design (e.g., music within the spot must end prior to the sting). 

PlaySmart Tagline 
The RG message is not mandatory in radio ad messages. If the RG message is included, the recommended treatment is:

•  Place the PlaySmart message directly before the end of the ad (positioning it as a stand-alone parting message).

•  If being used for a Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led spot: place the PlaySmart message first, followed by the OLG audio sting. 

•  If being used for a service provider: place the PlaySmart message directly before the existing sting/sign-off. 

Qualifiers 
Where the business requires it, Corporate- and LOB-led radio advertising may also include qualifiers tied to the content being promoted (e.g., “no purchase 
necessary,” “free Winner’s Circle Rewards membership required,” etc.) 
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Applications
Charitable Bingo & Gaming
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming 

Print Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the  
chart below.

Print Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Magazine 8" x 10.5" 0.60 1.52

News 10" x 7.14" 0.55 1.40

Brochure 4” x 8.5” 0.38 0.38
 
The PS identity should not be used at sizes less than 3.5" wide

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi ce vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam quo oditaes que perumquatio. 

PlaySmart.ca

Magazine, 8.5" x 11"
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming

Out of Home Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the  
chart below.

Transit Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Interior 35" x 11" 1.44 3.66

Transit 47" x 68" 4.15 10.54

When visibility is an issue in digital and Out of Home (OOH) applications,  
the OLG URL can be omitted.

Transit, 47" x 68"

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit litiossin eatquam litiossin eat oditaes que perumquatio. 

PlaySmart.ca
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming 

Out of Home, Cont’d
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
chart below.

Billboard Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

20' x 10' Billboard 24 61

48' x 14' Billboard* 36 91

*Minimum module size for 48’ x 14’ are the 20’ x 10’ billboard size plus 50%

Billboard, 10" x 20"
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming 

Leaderboard, 729 x 90

Super Big Box, 300 x 600 Big Box, 250 x 300

Digital Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the  
following charts. 

Digital Examples Minimum  
Module Size

Web Banner  
(Leaderboard, Super Big Box, Big Box)

45 px

Email 55 px

Social 55 px

Monitor Slides 55 px
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming

Television Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

For broadcast applications, the corporate branding treatment appears 
during the last 2.5 seconds for all 10-, 15- and 30-second television and 
digital spots.

Television Examples Minimum Module Size
Pixels

1080p 1920px x 1080px 85

720p 1280px x 720px 55

4k 3840 x 2160px 170

100% of proceeds invested in Ontario

Television, 1080p
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Applications • Charitable Bingo & Gaming – Radio 

OLG Audio Sting 
The OLG audio sting serves as the primary branding anchor for all OLG radio communications and must be used for Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led 
advertising. All 15- and 30-second radio broadcast applications must include the audio sting (approximately 2 seconds in length), which must be the last 
sound heard in the ad and cannot be obstructed by any other sound design (e.g., music within the spot must end prior to the sting). 

PlaySmart Tagline 
The RG message is not mandatory in radio ad messages. If the RG message is included, the recommended treatment is:

•  Place the PlaySmart message directly before the end of the ad (positioning it as a stand-alone parting message).

•  If being used for a Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led spot: place the PlaySmart message first, followed by the OLG audio sting. 

•  If being used for a service provider: place the PlaySmart message directly before the existing sting/sign-off. 

Qualifiers 
Where the business requires it, Corporate- and LOB-led radio advertising may also include qualifiers tied to the content being promoted (e.g., “no purchase 
necessary,” “free Winner’s Circle Rewards membership required,” etc.) 
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Applications
Lottery
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Applications • Lottery 

Print Logo Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo
OLG  
Logo

PS URL2 OLG URL2 100% 
Proceeds 

Line

18+ Logo3 Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo
Magazine Y Y Y Y Y N N

Newspaper  Y Y Y Y Y N N

Banner Ad Y Y N N N N N

Ear Lug (Or other comparable small print pieces)1 Y Y N N N N N

Direct Mail Y Y N N N N N

Footnotes
1  Small print pieces, (e.g., ear lug or similar), do not require corporate logos unless otherwise specified.
2  Unless a specific vanity URL is being promoted, all print pieces should include the PS and OLG URLs, space permitting and/or unless otherwise specified 
(e.g. banner ad, ear lug)

3  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement 
position to be directed by designer. 

Additional Notes
•  For all print pieces, the logos should be placed directly on the image.

•  Logos should have the clearance of at least 2 x Sphere from each 
side.

•  When there is legal, it should be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom 
of the OLG logo identity. 

•  Unless there is a specific URL or CTA being promoted, “100% of 
proceeds...” should be used for full page ads at the discretion of 
the LOB.

Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

Print Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Magazine 0.60 1.52

Newspaper 0.60 1.52

Banner Ad 0.60 1.52

Ear Lug (Or other comparable 
small print pieces)

0.35 0.89

Full Page Ad 0.60 1.52
 
The PS identity should not be used at sizes less than 3.5" wide
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Applications • Lottery 

Full Page Ad

PlaySmart.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

100% of proceeds invested in Ontario
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Applications • Lottery 

Newspaper

At time of purchase, some of the prizes offered may have already been claimed. Tickets may not be exactly as shown. INSTANT tickets are subject to availability.

Available for a limited time at your lottery retailer.

PlaySmart.ca 100% of proceeds invested in Ontario
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Applications • Lottery 

Banner Ad

Ear Lug
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Out of Home Logo Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo
OLG  
Logo

PS URL1 OLG URL1 100% 
Proceeds 

Line1

18+ Logo2 Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo
Interior Transit Poster Y Y Y Y N N N

Transit Shelter Ad Y Y Y Y N N N

Prize Center Window Y Y Y Y N N N

OOH Digital Y Y N N N N N

Large Format Billboard Y Y N N N N N

Footnotes
1  In areas where it would be unreasonable for the passersby to see/recall lock-up information (e.g. billboards or similar), URLS and “100% proceeds…” are 
not required. 

2  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement 
position to be directed by designer. 

Additional Notes
•  For all print pieces, the logos should be placed directly on the image.

•  Logos should have the clearance of at least 2 x Sphere from each side.

•  When there is legal, it should be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of 
the OLG logo identity. 

Transit Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Interior Transit Poster 1.44 3.66

Transit Shelter Ad 3.5 8.9

Prize Center Window 5.5 14

Applications • Lottery 

Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.
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Applications • Lottery 

Transit Subway Vertical Poster

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt atentiorent que perumquatio. Ores magnate et 

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca
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Applications • Lottery 

Prize Centre Window

PlaySmart.ca olg.ca
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Applications • Lottery 

POS Advertising
SYLT identity is used on almost all POS elements (see table to left):

Footnotes
    1  In order to avoid repetition of logo use, the OLG logo will NOT be required to live 

on POS collateral that is in close proximity to OLG-owned property (where the 
OLG logo already appears.)

    1  When used, the PlaySmart and OLG logos are always required to live together 
on Lottery POS collateral. For example: When the OLG logo is NOT required to 
be used, the PS logo is also NOT required to be used, and vice versa.

    2  The SYLT logo is required on POS collateral that is in close proximity to where a 
patron would be signing their lottery ticket in-store 

    2  When the SYLT logo is used, it should incorporate the ‘For More Information, 
Phone Number & URL’ copy to the left of the logo (See Lottery Lock-Up Section)

Exceptions
 •  Silent Seller: As this piece lives directly in an OLG-owned piece of property,  

and is surrounded in close-proximity to all 3 logos, no logos need to be 
repeated here

 •  Floor Decal: As this piece lives in close proximity to all 3 logos, no logos are 
required here. In addition, the floor decals are usually die cut which does not 
allow for proper positioning of the logos.

 •  Tearpad & Lama: These are 2-sided collateral pieces, that allow no more than 
2 logos to live on 1 side. Therefore, PS and OLG identities can live together on 
1 side and the SYLT identity can live on the remaining 1 side)

Additional Notes
 •  Logos should have the clearance of at least 2 x Sphere from each side.

 •  When there is legal, it should be placed 1 x Sphere from the bottom of  
the OLG logo identity, or in some cases 0.5 x Module from the SYLT identity  
(See Lottery Lock-Up section) 

 •  Legal Note: The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing 
communications featuring a lottery product that may appeal to minors. 
Placement position to be directed by designer.

POS Logo Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo1

OLG  
Logo1

Sign Your 
Lottery Ticket 

Logo2 

WITHIN OLG-owned property proximity

Backlit N N Y

Non-Backlit N N Y

Counter Insert N N Y

Boomerang N N Y

Backer Shield N N Y

CDU Topper N N Y

Rail Card N N Y

Clip-In N N Y

Powerwall N N Y

Easel Card N N Y

Exceptions:

Silent Seller N N N

Floor Decal N N N

NOT within OLG-owned property proximity

Window Cling Y Y N

Large Poster Y Y N

Small Poster Y Y N

Overhead Sign Y Y N

Exceptions:

Tearpad Y Y Y

Lama Y Y Y
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Applications • Lottery 

Easel Card

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

English French
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Applications • Lottery 

Window Cling Small Poster
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Applications • Lottery 

Counter Insert Backlit

Powerwall

As sus qui bererup tiasper spiendam verum sae. Mus autessed ma persperio occus nesedis re consedis amus quam qui offic te veror sed molor simendebis dolorum faccum quae prorionetur? Consed que nonseque sant lat invellesti nimaior rumquae vel iliquia spelique sed modi aut rem int. Qui ut hit impore venihil icimill acilige nducitiumqui ad ma vendi ne in comnihi liquiscias modiore hentis milibus doluptate volorrum, toraece rspelec ernatia con poria sit, sapiderum quam id que net odit, que vent re voluptatur, utemperfera voluptio ilis es autem rem quatur?

As sus qui bererup tiasper spiendam verum sae. Mus autessed ma persperio occus nesedis re consedis amus quam qui offic te veror sed molor simendebis dolorum faccum quae prorionetur? Consed que nonseque sant lat invellesti nimaior 
rumquae vel iliquia spelique sed modi aut rem int. Qui ut hit impore venihil icimill acilige nducitiumqui ad ma vendi ne in comnihi liquiscias modiore hentis milibus doluptate volorrum, toraece rspelec ernatia con poria sit, sapiderum quam id

As sus qui bererup tiasper spiendam verum sae. Mus autessed ma persperio occus nesedis re consedis amus quam qui offic te veror sed molor simendebis dolorum faccum quae prorionetur? Consed que nonseque sant lat invellesti nimaior rumquae vel iliquia spelique sed modi aut

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca

For more information
1-800-387-0098
olg.ca
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Applications • Lottery – POS Exceptions

Floor DecalLama
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Applications • Lottery – POS Exceptions 

Tearpad

Silent Seller
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Digital Logo Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo
OLG  
Logo

PS URL OLG URL 100% 
Proceeds 

Line

18+ Logo4 Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo
Web Banner1 (e.g. Leader Board, Super Big Box, Big Box) Y Y N N N N N

Mobile Banner2 Y Y N N N N N

Email Y Y N N N Y N

Social3 N N N N N N N

Microsite Y Y N N N Y N

Footnotes
1  For standard IAB banners that have 15 seconds of animation, logos should appear on the endframe and last for 2 seconds. 
2  Small size banners only require corporate logos if space permits 
3  Corporate logos are not required on social examples. since they will live within a branded atmosphere. If posts are intended to be shared or promoted, they 
should include branding on the image so the property is not lost.

4  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement will be 
at the direction of the LOB.

Applications • Lottery 

Additional Notes
•  For all online pieces, the logos should be placed directly on the image.

•  Logos should have the clearance of at least 1 x Sphere from each side.

•  When legal is required on a digital banner ad, the following options 
are available:

1.   Place legal directly on ad, centered and below the logo 
lockup section (this is the first preference).

2.   Have legal appear as a rollover, placed below the logo lockup section.

3.   Have the word “LEGAL” appear as a click-through link, below the 
logo lockup section, which will lead the user to another page where 
the legal can be found/read. This is always the last preference and 
only in instances where legal can’t be placed on the ad due to size 
or static format.

Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

Digital Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

Web Banner  
(Leaderboard, Super Big Box, Big Box)

45 px

Email 55 px

Social 55 px

Microsite 55 px
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Applications • Lottery 

Super Big Box Banner

Mobile BannerBig Box Banner

Leaderboard Banner
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Applications • Lottery 

•  Facebook guidelines dictate that an advertiser’s posts cannot feature 
images that have more than 20% of the area covered with text. The 20% 
text policy includes logos and taglines.

The above Lotto Max Facebook example features the maximum copy allowed.

Source: facebook.com/policies/ads/#text_in_images

•  Organic posts that live on the facebook page do not require 
branding since they will live within a branded atmosphere. 
If posts are intended to be shared or promoted, they should 
include branding on the image so the property is not lost.

•  Corporate logos are not required on social examples.

Paid Post Organic Post
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TV/Broadcast Logo Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo
OLG  
Logo

PS URL OLG URL 100% 
Proceeds 

Line1

18+ Logo2 Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo

OLG Audio  
Sting3

:10 & :15 Commercials Y Y N N N N N Y

:30 Commercials Y Y N N Y N N Y

For broadcast applications, the Corporate branding treatment appears during the last 2.5 seconds for all 10-, 15- and 30-second television and 
digital spots.

Footnotes
1  The “100% of proceeds...” only needs to be included for 30-second commercials.
2  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors.  
Placement position to be directed by designer. 

3  The audio sting will only be included if time permits on 10-, 15-second television and digital spots., and will be left to the discretion of the LOB.  
The audio sting will remain on 30-second television and digital spots.

Applications • Lottery 

Television Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

Television Examples Minimum Module Size
Pixels

1080p 1920px x 1080px 85

720p 1280px x 720px 55

4k 3840 x 2160px 170
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Applications • Lottery 

Television, 1080p
:30 seconds

:10 & :15 seconds
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Applications • Lottery – Radio 

OLG Audio Sting 
The OLG audio sting serves as the primary branding anchor for all OLG radio communications and must be used for Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led 
advertising. All 30-second radio broadcast applications must include the audio sting (approximately 2 seconds in length), which must be the last sound 
heard in the ad and cannot be obstructed by any other sound design (e.g., music within the spot must end prior to the sting). Every effort will be made to 
include the audio sting in shorter formats (e.g. 5s, 10s, 15s), but will be left to the discretion of the LOB. 

PlaySmart Tagline 
The RG message is not mandatory in radio ad messages. If the RG message is included, the recommended treatment is:

•  Place the PlaySmart message directly before the end of the ad (positioning it as a stand-alone parting message).

•  If being used for a Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led spot: place the PlaySmart message first, followed by the OLG audio sting. 

•  If being used for a service provider: place the PlaySmart message directly before the existing sting/sign-off. 

Qualifiers 
Where the business requires it, Corporate- and LOB-led radio advertising may also include qualifiers tied to the content being promoted (e.g. “No purchase 
necessary”, “terms and conditions apply”, etc.). 

Radio Brand Requirements
Deliverable PlaySmart  

Logo
OLG  
Logo

PS URL OLG URL 100% 
Proceeds 

Line*

18+ Logo Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo

OLG Audio  
Sting

:10 & :15 Commercials N N N N N N N Y

:30 Commercials N N N N N N N Y
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Deliverable PlaySmart  
Logo

OLG  
Logo

PS URL OLG URL 100% 
Proceeds 

Line

18+  
Logo

Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo

OLG Audio  
Sting

Print1

Magazine Y Y Y Y Y N N

Newspaper Y Y Y Y Y N N

Banner Ad Y Y N N N N N

Ear Lug (Or other comparable small print pieces) Y Y N N N N N

Direct Mail Y Y N N N N N

OOH2

Interior Transit Poster Y Y Y Y N N N

Other Transit Poster Y Y Y Y N N N

Prize Center Window Y Y Y Y N N N

OOH Digital Y Y N N N N N

Large Format Billboard Y Y N N N N N

POS (Within OLG-owned property proximity)3

Backlit N N N N N N Y

Non-Backlit N N N N N N Y

Counter Insert N N N N N N Y

Boomerang N N N N N N Y

Backer Shield N N N N N N Y

CDU Topper N N N N N N Y

Rail Card N N N N N N Y

Clip-In N N N N N N Y

Powerwall N N N N N N Y

Easel Card N N N N N N Y

Exceptions4

Silent Seller N N N N N N N

Floor Decal N N N N N N N

Applications • Lottery

Summary of Logo Requirements

See page 112 for footnotes. Cont’d è
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Deliverable PlaySmart  
Logo

OLG  
Logo

PS URL OLG URL 100% 
Proceeds 

Line

18+  
Logo

Sign Your 
Lottery 

Ticket Logo

OLG Audio  
Sting

POS (Not Withing OLG-Owned Property)3

Window Cling Y Y N N N N N

Large Poster Y Y N N N N N

Small Poster Y Y N N N N N

Overhead Sign Y Y N N N N N

Exceptions4

Tearpad Y Y N N N Y Y

Lama Y Y N N N N Y

Digital5

Web Banner (e.g. Leader Board, Super Big Box, Big Box) Y Y N N N N N

Mobile Banner Y Y N N N N N

Email Y Y N N N Y N

Social N N N N N N N

Microsite Y Y N N N Y N

TV6

:10 & :15 Commercials Y Y N N N N N Y

:30 Commercials Y Y N N Y N N Y

Radio7

:10 & :15 Commercials N N N N N N N Y

:30 Commercials N N N N N N N Y

Summary of Logo Requirements – Cont’d. 

Applications • Lottery

See page 112 for footnotes.
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 1 PRINT
•  Small print pieces, (e.g., ear lug or similar), do not require corporate logos unless 

otherwise specified.

•  Unless a specific vanity URL is being promoted, all print pieces should include the 
PS and OLG URLs, space permitting and/or unless otherwise specified (e.g. banner 
ad, ear lug).

•  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications 
featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement position to be 
directed by designer.

Refer to page 91 for additional information. 

 2 OOH
•  In areas where it would be unreasonable for the passersby to see/recall/ 

lock-up information (e.g. billboards or similar), URLS and “100% proceeds…” 
are not required. 

•  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications 
featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement position to be 
directed by designer. 

Refer to page 95 for additional information. 

 3 POS
•  In order to avoid repetition of logo use, the OLG logo will NOT be required to live on 

POS collateral that is in close proximity to OLG-owned property (where the OLG logo 
already appears).

•  When used, the PlaySmart and OLG logos are always required to live together on 
Lottery POS collateral. For example: When the OLG logo is NOT required to be 
used, the PS logo is also NOT required to be used, and vice versa.

•  The SYLT logo is required on POS collateral that is in close proximity to where a 
patron would be signing their lottery ticket in-store. 

•  When the SYLT logo is used, it should incorporate the ‘For More Information, Phone 
Number & URL’ copy to the left of the logo (See Lottery Lock-Up Section).

 4 Exceptions:

•  Silent Seller: As this piece lives directly in an OLG-owned piece of property, and is 
surrounded in close-proximity to all 3 logos, no logos need to be repeated here.

•  Floor Decal: As this piece lives in close proximity to all 3 logos, no logos are 
required here. In addition, the floor decals are usually die cut which does not allow 
for proper positioning of the logos.

•  Tearpad & Lama: These are 2-sided collateral pieces, that allow no more than 2 
logos to live on 1 side. Therefore, PS and OLG identities can live together on 1 side 
and the SYLT identity can live on the remaining 1 side.

Refer to page 98 for additional information. 

 5 DIGITAL
•  For standard IAB banners that have 15 seconds of animation, logos should appear 

on the endframe and last for 2 seconds.

•  Small size banners only require corporate logos if space permits.

•  Corporate logos are not required on social examples. since they will live within a 
branded atmosphere. If posts are intended to be shared or promoted, they should 
include branding on the image so the property is not lost.

•  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications 
featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement will be at the 
direction of the LOB.

Refer to page 104 for additional information. 

 6 TV
•  The “100% of proceeds...” only needs to be included for 30-second commercials.

•  The 18+ logo should also be applied to any holiday/other marketing communications 
featuring a lottery product that may apply to minors. Placement position to be 
directed by designer. 

•  The audio sting will only be included if time permits on 10-, 15-second television 
and digital spots., and will be left to the discretion of the LOB.  The audio sting will 
remain on 30-second television and digital spots.

Refer to page 107 for additional information. 

 7 RADIO
•  Refer to page 109 for more Lottery Radio guidelines. 

Applications • Lottery
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iGaming
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Applications • iGaming 

Print – Brochure 4" x 8.5"

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro. Ores magnate consenditiam que dit.

Print – DM 6" x 9"

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt.

PlaySmart.ca

Print Advertising
The iGaming logo should never be used at sizes 
smaller than indicated in the chart below.

Print Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

Brochure (4" x 8.5") 1.25"

Direct Mail (6" x 9") 1.25"
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Applications • iGaming 

OOH – Transit 47" x 68"

OOH – Billboard 20' x 10'

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit quo oditaes illor am quam, andi consect uristiure illor am quam, andi consect uristiure dendanianis doluptur? Eque volore vellupt.

PlaySmart.ca
PlaySmart.ca

OOH Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

Transit – 47" x 68" 2.6"

20' x 10' Billboard 36"
 

Out of Home Advertising
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Applications • iGaming 

Big Box – 250 x 300Super Big Box – 300 x 600

Leaderboard – 728 x 90Digital Advertising
The iGaming logo should never be used at sizes smaller than 
indicated in the chart below.

Digital Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

Web Banner  
(Leaderboard, Super Big Box, Big Box)

80 px

Web Banner (Skyscraper) 100px

Email 120 px

Social 80 px
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Applications • iGaming 

Television
Minimum iGaming Logo Width should never be smaller than indicated in 
the following chart.

For broadcast applications, the corporate branding treatment appears 
during the last 2.5 seconds for all 10-, 15- and 30-second television and 
digital spots.

Television Examples Minimum Logo Width
Pixels

1080p 1920px x 1080px 180

720p 1280px x 720px 120

4k 3840 x 2160px 360

Television, 1080p
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Applications • iGaming – Radio 

OLG Audio Sting 
The OLG audio sting serves as the primary branding anchor for all OLG radio communications and must be used for Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led 
advertising. All 15- and 30-second radio broadcast applications must include the audio sting (approximately 2 seconds in length), which must be the last 
sound heard in the ad and cannot be obstructed by any other sound design (e.g., music within the spot must end prior to the sting). 

PlaySmart Tagline 
The RG message is not mandatory in radio ad messages. If the RG message is included, the recommended treatment is:

•  Place the PlaySmart message directly before the end of the ad (positioning it as a stand-alone parting message).

•  If being used for a Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led spot: place the PlaySmart message first, followed by the OLG audio sting. 

•  If being used for a service provider: place the PlaySmart message directly before the existing sting/sign-off. 

Qualifiers 
Where the business requires it, Corporate- and LOB-led radio advertising may also include qualifiers tied to the content being promoted (e.g., “no purchase 
necessary,” “free Winner’s Circle Rewards membership required,” etc.). 
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Applications • Slots & Casinos 

Newspaper Full Page, 10.3" x 11.4"

olg.ca

Ut et re pro illor am quam, andi consect uristiure vellorro mo et litiossin eatquam ipiendendi dit litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam litiossin eatquam quo oditaes que perumquatio. Utatatur? 
Ceperum iur? Videbitatem ut ventisciaero omnissita nis moluptas nulpa doloreTe nonsequi occusda qui quo debitae sum in comnissincid ut ratem a nem. Sed quia andi consect uristiure vellorro

PlaySmart.ca

Print Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
charts below.

Slots & Casinos

Slots Logo & Casino Logo

Print Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Smaller than 8.5" x 11" 0.5 1.3

8.5"x 11" 0.625 1.6

Larger than 8.5" x 11" 0.8125 2

Print Examples Minimum Module Size
inches cm

Smaller than 8.5" x 11" 0.3125 .8

8.5"x 11" 0.5 1.3

Larger than 8.5" x 11" 0.625 1.6

1  
Module

1  
Module

1  
Module
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Applications • Slots & Casinos 

10' x 20' Billboard

OOH Examples Minimum  
Logo Width

20' x 10' Billboard 14.5"
 

Out of Home Advertising
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Applications • Slots & Casinos 

Television Advertising
Minimum Module size should never be smaller than indicated in the 
following chart.

For broadcast applications, the corporate branding treatment appears 
during the last 2.5 seconds for all 10-, 15- and 30-second television and 
digital spots.

Television Examples Minimum Module Size
Pixels

1080p 1920px x 1080px 90

720p 1280px x 720px 60

4k 3840 x 2160px 180

Television, 1080p
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OLG Audio Sting 
The OLG audio sting serves as the primary branding anchor for all OLG radio communications and must be used for Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led 
advertising. All 15- and 30-second radio broadcast applications must include the audio sting (approximately 2 seconds in length), which must be the last 
sound heard in the ad and cannot be obstructed by any other sound design (e.g., music within the spot must end prior to the sting). 

PlaySmart Tagline 
The RG message is not mandatory in radio ad messages. If the RG message is included, the recommended treatment is:

•  Place the PlaySmart message directly before the end of the ad (positioning it as a stand-alone parting message).

•  If being used for a Corporate, LOB and PlaySmart-led spot: place the PlaySmart message first, followed by the OLG audio sting. 

•  If being used for a service provider: place the PlaySmart message directly before the existing sting/sign-off. 

Qualifiers 
Where the business requires it, Corporate- and LOB-led radio advertising may also include qualifiers tied to the content being promoted (e.g., “no purchase 
necessary,” “free Winner’s Circle Rewards membership required,” etc.). 


